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Abstract – The research compares perfectionism as a personal quality and its value-semantic barriers during the acquisition of the first professional skills in order to provide psychological support for social adaptation. It is argued that timely diagnosis of such condition can clarify the necessary psychotherapeutic interventions. A program of point studies to present new empirical data and formulate new relationships between structural and nuclear characteristics of the individual was formalized. The classical quasi-experimental approach of D. Campbell was used for analysis. The achieved results can help to form a more critical scientific view on the studied problem.
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1. Introduction

Perfectionism is a fairly young personality trait to study, which still does not have a single definition, although for some reasons sources as a concept have been around since medieval times and it can be traced in the philosophy of I. Kant, F. Nietzsche and G. Leibniz [1]. Problem the study of perfectionism has been and is the focus of a number of studies scientists from Europe, the USA, Russia (A. Adler, M. Hollender, M. Clark, R. Frost, D. Burns, P. Hewitt, G. Flett, A.W. Kruglanski, S.N. Enikolopov, E.P. Ermolaeva, V.A. Yasnaya, A.M Ulanovskiy, I.V. Abakumova and others) [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. Philosophers believed that perfectionism is the belief that improvement is a main goal that should be sought by both the individual and the individual all of humanity. Karen Horney in the middle of the twentieth century defined perfectionism in the tradition of psychoanalysis as a narcissistic personality trait an organization where the ideal Self is born, as a way to hide the weak and the helpless real Self [11], [12]. Formation of the definition and distinctive features signs for diagnosing perfectionism began in the 60-80s of the XX century, within the framework of clinical psychology and psychotherapy [6], [8], [13]. One of the first the definition belongs to M. Hollender and reads as follows: "perfectionism is the daily practice of making demands on yourself higher quality of performance than required circumstances" [1]. Perfectionism was seen, as a construct with the only parameter is "excessively high personal requirements" [10], [14].

In the 1990s, thanks to three groups of foreign researchers’ ideas about the structure of perfectionism has been greatly expanded. These were British clinical psychologists under the direction of Frost, Canadian scientists, led by Hewitt, and American scientists. They unanimously wrote that perfectionism it is a multi-dimensional construct and has not the only one distinctive parameter [5], [7], [15]. Subsequent research allowed identifying a wide range of behavioral patterns of personality that have average and high values of perfectionism [13], [16].

Scientists of the American group as the main parameters’ perfectionism was highlighted: high standards, a tendency to order, anxiety, procrastination, and problems in interpersonal relationships [8].
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Frost and his British colleagues in the structure of perfectionism included parameters such as high personal standards, which generated fluctuations in self-esteem and chronic dissatisfaction with their own overly concerned [5]. Noted by Frost's colleagues' positions have high values of perfectionism: not accepting the fact of making mistakes in activities that lead to a loss of faith in own forces, excessive criticism, creating situations organization of the order of execution, which sometimes leads to absurdity the most organized activity [5].

Canadian researchers have put forward an alternative view of the structure of perfectionism [7]. First of all, the perfectionist puts forward a super task. He has to be better than others and better than himself; he cannot be wrong, he is perfect. The perfectionist makes excessive demands on those close to them and their significant others. He constantly evaluates the behavior and actions of others and, as a result, generates in himself distrust and hostility towards other people. Scientists in this group also suggested that perfectionists have high demands on the world as a whole [8]. World problems have to obey the tendency of adequate, timely assessment and unswerving correct solution of all problems. However, this parameter has not been included in the measuring tool as it has not been empirically validated [8], [17]. Further, scientists of this direction noted that empirical studies have revealed a high correlation of the locus of control with a high need for approval, fear of negative assessment [18], [19]. It was also found that high values of perfectionism reflect the individual's belief that other people are very strict in their expectations and cannot earn the encouragement of significant others. Representatives of the cognitive approach (D. Dunkley, K. Blankstein, R. Masheb, C. Grilo, R. Frost, P. Marten, P. Hewitt, and G. Flett, etc. [10], [16]) continue to consider perfectionism as a multidimensional construct. Proponents of the behavioral direction [20] are more focused on revealing the mechanisms of work of perfectionism as a construct than its parameters. Our research aimed at identifying the relationship between perfectionism and value-meaning barriers in the professional formation of the personality caused the need to present a theoretical thesaurus of this problem. It was found that the problem of value-sense barriers in studies of recent years is analyzed mainly in the context of client-centered therapy E. Fromm [21], author of existential psychology and psychotherapy V. Frankl [18] or the psychological organization of the educational and communicative sphere (A.A. Osipova [22], A.A Zelenov [22], [23], O.S. Aleksieva [24], E.P. Ermolaeva [9], E.S. Zorina [23]). In connection with our author's inclusion in this research topic, we believe that a new paradigm view of postmodern psychology is needed. V.Ye. Klochko, S. Maddi, D.A. Leontiev, I.A. Vasiliev, V.L. Popluzhny, O.K. Tikhomirov recognize the category of "meaning" as a central psychological construct [19], [25], [26], [27]. According to A.A. Orlov and A.A. Voskresenskiy, the concept of "meaning" is the trigger of an objectively given situation in the most thought activity, which independently of its subjects acquires value dimensions [14], [28]. The reflection and processing of external and internal stimuli is subject only to what has meaning and value for personality [29]. By its theoretical premise, we argue that healthy perfectionism, as a multidimensional personality characteristic, contributes to overcoming the value-meaning barriers of a novice professional.

2. Methodology

We selected the following research methods:

1) theoretical analysis of scientific literature, transpective analysis;
2) standardized test method;
3) method of mathematical statistics: Spearman rank correlation, non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-criterion.

The authors analyzed an experimental diagnostic tool used for the study of perfectionism: the scale of "out-of-reach perfection" (Almost Perfect Scale, APS), Hewitt-Flett Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale [7], Multivariate Frost Perfectionism Scale (Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale, MPS-F) [5], PANPS Technique (Positive and Negative Perfectionism Scale). Next, we determined the methodology of the study. The main study method was the Hewitt-Flett Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale. Preference for this technique was based on its adaptability on a Russian-language sample. A.A. Zolotareva's differential test of perfectionism played the role of an additional technique that studies the phenomenon of perfectionism [30]. Coping strategies were investigated by E. Heim's valid and reliable coping strategy methodology [31]. The study of value-meaning barriers was studied according to the methodology "Level of psychological barriers" of A.V. Massanov [32], and "Test of LSS" by D.A. Leontiev [26].

The authors conducted the study on a representative sample:

Our study involved 112 respondents aged 20 to 24 years, among them 47 female respondents, 65 male respondents. All respondents are students of Orenburg State University, full-time department. Respondents receive the specialty of a psychologist, the specialty of a journalist. Respondents live in the
city of Orenburg in urban apartments. Marital status – unmarried (97), married (15). Students are successful in learning, active in social life. Respondents were assigned ciphers. These study ciphers are stored during processing and discussion of the study results.

3. Results and Discussion

In the tradition of the theory of quasi-experimental study of D. Campbell [33], we conducted a number of correlation studies, presented below.

The following are the results of a comparative author's study of the level of psychological barriers and indicators of perfectionism using the A.V. Massanov technique and the Hewitt-Flett perfectionism test.

Table 1. Correlation analysis of the level of psychological barriers methods of A.V. Massanov and the Hewitt-Flett perfectionism test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spearman correlation coefficients of the level of psychological barriers of A.V. Massanov and the Hewitt-Flett perfectionism test scales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of psychological barriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* statistically significant (p≤0.05)

We allow these results to be interpreted as follows. From the Table, we see that a moderate, direct relationship was found between the level of psychological barriers and orientation to others, that is, the tendency to make demands on others. Based on the result, we assume that in the group we study, respondents consider external factors, or rather people around them, to be the reason for their failures and difficulties in anything. Mann-Whitney's U-test showed no statistical differences between boys and girls.

When studying the correlation between the results of tests measuring the level of psychological barriers of A.V. Massanov and the differential test of perfectionism of A.A. Zolotareva, we obtained the data reflected in Table 2. The following are the results of a comparative author's study.

Table 2. Correlation analysis of the level of psychological barriers of A.V. Massanov's method and A. A. Zolotareva's perfectionism test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spearman correlation coefficients the level of psychological barriers methods of A.V. Massanov and the perfectionism test of A.A. Zolotareva</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of psychological barriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* statistically significant (p≤0.01)

We allow these results to be interpreted as follows. From the Table, we see that a high, inverse relationship was found between the level of psychological barriers and normal perfectionism (adaptive, constructive, and healthy). Given the result, we confirmed the research of scientists who wrote about healthy perfectionism as a factor in overcoming psychological barriers and, as a result, some kind of prevention of psychosomatic diseases. Indeed, in the process of achieving the goals set, it is necessary to overcome certain difficulties and obstacles including of a psychological nature, and without the determination and perseverance of a person who has constructive perfectionism, this overcoming is extremely difficult. Mann-Whitney's U-test showed no statistical differences between boys and girls.

When studying the correlation between the results of tests measuring the level of psychological barriers of A.V. Massanov and the test of LMS D.A. Leontiev, we received the data reflected in Table 3. The following are the results of a comparative author's study.
Table 3. Correlation analysis of the level of psychological barriers of A.V. Massanov’s method and D. A. Leontiev’s SGO test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spearman’s correlation coefficients of the level of psychological barriers of A.V. Massanov’s methodology and D. A. Leontiev’s SGO test</th>
<th>The purpose of life</th>
<th>Life process</th>
<th>Life performance</th>
<th>Locus of control</th>
<th>Locus of life control</th>
<th>General indicator of SGO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of psychological barriers</td>
<td>.763*</td>
<td>.740*</td>
<td>.633*</td>
<td>.763*</td>
<td>.606*</td>
<td>.732**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* statistically significant (p≤0.01)

We allow these results to be interpreted as follows. Table 3 shows a high, inverse relationship between the level of psychological barriers and meaningful orientations according to the results of the study of the test of LSS D.A. Leontiev. This confirms the research and reasoning of psychologists that adaptive value-meaning orientations of the personality and a positive attitude to their past, present and future lives – as well as normal perfectionism serve as a prevention of the development of psychological barriers. Mann-Whitney’s U-test showed no statistical differences between boys and girls.

When studying the correlation between the results of the tests of the differential test of A.A. Zolotareva and the technique of coping strategies of E. Heim, we received new empirical data presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Correlation analysis of A.A. Zolotareva’s differential test and E. Heim’s coping strategy methodology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spearman’s correlation coefficients of the differential test of perfectionism A.A. Zolotareva and E. Heim’s coping strategy methodology</th>
<th>Cognitive coping strategies</th>
<th>Emotional coping strategies</th>
<th>Behavioral coping strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal perfectionism</td>
<td>.343*</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>.241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathological perfectionism</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>.077</td>
<td>.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General perfectionism</td>
<td>.225</td>
<td>.129</td>
<td>.382**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* statistically significant (p≤0.1)
** statistically significant (p≤0.05)

In examining the correlation between Hewitt-Flett multivariate perfectionism scale scores and Heim’s coping strategy methodology, we obtained the new empirical data presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Correlation analysis of the multidimensional scale of Hewitt-Flett perfectionism and the method of coping strategies by E. Heim

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spearman’s correlation coefficients of the Hewitt-Flett multidimensional perfectionism scale and Heim’s coping strategy methods</th>
<th>Cognitive coping strategies</th>
<th>Emotional coping strategies</th>
<th>Behavioral coping strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-orientation</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>.174</td>
<td>.224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation towards others</td>
<td>.492**</td>
<td>.046*</td>
<td>.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socially prescribed perfectionism</td>
<td>.128</td>
<td>.102</td>
<td>.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integral scale of perfectionism</td>
<td>.114</td>
<td>.148</td>
<td>.157</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* statistically significant (p≤0.01)
** statistically significant (p≤0.05)

We allow these results of correlation studies to be interpreted as follows. Having studied the cash of the mutual influence of the features of perfectionism and the choice of one or another coping behavior among respondents - we received the data presented in Tables 4 and 5. The correlation results showed a moderate, inverse relationship between general perfectionism and behavioral coping strategies and an inverse trend between normal perfectionism and cognitive coping strategies in Table 4. This means that the higher the level of general or normal perfectionism, the more adaptively the coping strategy that correlates with it. In Table 5, we see a close relationship between other-oriented and cognitive coping strategies and a less close relationship with emotional coping strategies. It should be borne in mind that general perfectionism includes pathological one, and in Table 5 only self-centered perfectionism turned out to be sensitive. Based on this, we can argue about the obtained connections as low-value and, possibly, not reliable enough. Other methods of coping strategies and differentiations of perfectionism need to be investigated for interconnection in order to boldly claim the existence of these links. More sensitive diagnostic tools and longue studies are probably needed. Mann-Whitney’s U-test showed no statistical differences between boys and girls. When examining the correlation between Hewitt-Flett multivariate perfectionism scale and D.A. Leontiev SGO test, we obtained new empirical data presented in Table 6.
Table 6. Correlation analysis of the multidimensional scale of Hewitt-Flatt perfectionism and D.A. Leontiev's SGO test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The purpose of life</th>
<th>Orientation towards others</th>
<th>Socially prescribed perfectionism</th>
<th>Integral perfectionism scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The purpose of life</td>
<td>.167</td>
<td>.378**</td>
<td>.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life process</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>.238</td>
<td>.181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life performance</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.207</td>
<td>.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locus of control</td>
<td>.217</td>
<td>.312*</td>
<td>.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locus of life control</td>
<td>.192</td>
<td>.174</td>
<td>.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General indicator of SGO</td>
<td>.149</td>
<td>.194</td>
<td>.017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* statistically significant (p≤0.1)
** statistically significant (p≤0.05)

We allow these results of correlation studies to be interpreted as follows. The A.A. Zolotareva differential perfectionism test turned out to be more sensitive to the LMS test: the level of normal perfectionism correlates across all LMS sub-scales, except for life performance, to varying degrees; level of pathological perfectionism naturally has the return correlation of also different degree of expressiveness with the indicators revealed by SGO technique except, however, a control locus, the general level of perfectionism has no relationship with any sub-scale of FMS, which also seems logical to us, since the general level of perfectionism reflects only the sum of the first two and, therefore, randomly and illegally reflects in itself a different relationship of norm and pathology. When studying the correlation between the indices of the A.A. Zolotareva differential test and the D.A. Leontiev SGO test, we obtained new empirical data presented in Table 7.

Table 7. Correlation analysis of A.A. Zolotareva's differential perfectionism test and D.A. Leontiev's SGO test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The purpose of life</th>
<th>Life process</th>
<th>Life performance</th>
<th>Locus of control</th>
<th>Locus of life control</th>
<th>General indicator of SGO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal perfectionism</td>
<td>.412*</td>
<td>.504**</td>
<td>.188</td>
<td>.479**</td>
<td>.337***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patological perfectionism</td>
<td>.323***</td>
<td>.407*</td>
<td>.389*</td>
<td>.273</td>
<td>.456*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General perfectionism</td>
<td>.093</td>
<td>.065</td>
<td>.157</td>
<td>.163</td>
<td>.137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* statistically significant (p≤0.05)
** statistically significant (p≤0.01)
*** statistically significant (p≤0.01)

We allow these results of correlation studies to be interpreted as follows. Tables 6 and 7 show the correlations of the results of the perfectionism procedures and the LFR test of D.A. Leontiev.

As we see in the Hewitt-Flett scale, sensitivity again showed the "orientation to others" sub-scale, which has a moderate inverse relationship with goal-setting and also an inverse, but already tendency, with the locus of control of Self – that is, with faith in its forces to achieve life's goals. Such a result seems logical and logical to us. Mann-Whitney's U-test showed no statistical differences between boys and girls.

4. Conclusions

In summarizing our study, we would like to highlight the following conclusions:

- Transpective analysis of sources made it possible to assert that perfectionism has a complex structure, including a diverse orientation, functionality and causality. In medicine, conductionism is considered from the maladaptive side, and in age psychology, personality psychology, it takes place to be normal, adaptive in its manifestation in the structure of the personality.
- System of human meanings and values is connected with any aspect of individual life. Personality sense fields act as open systems capable of projecting their capabilities,
predictions, errors, distortions. Personality responds to these projections only when it all has a profound meaning for it.

When comparing the detected data of the level of perfectionism and the level of psychological barriers of the personality, we were able to identify the following picture of trends: the stronger the personality places demands on others, the stronger its barriers are expressed, and vice versa, the more "normal" the perfectionism of the personality, the less the barriers are expressed.

- Correlation analysis found that indicators of normal or high meaning-life orientation have direct correlation relationship with values of normal perfectionism; indicators of low meaning-life orientation have inverse correlation relationship with normal values of perfectionism.

- Analysis of values identified by Hewitt-Flett multivariate scale by means of correlation analysis with the indicators of the SGO test by D. Leontiev found that only one sub-scale "orientation to others" is clearly distinguished, nevertheless it is in moderate statistical relations with other values.

- We found that the indicator "self-orientation" is expressed only in its negative manifestation, as something inhibiting personal development and encouraging the development of psychological barriers. That is, "self-orientation" or more precisely, excessive self-orientation, can be considered as a pathological form of perfectionism.

- In our study we confirmed the presence of value-meaning barriers in our respondents and their negative impact on the eponymous sphere of personality. The study demonstrated that cheerful, committed and responsible individuals have a lower level of psychological barriers.

- Adaptivity of selecting coping strategies may depend on the general level of perfectionism and the level of demanding for other people.

When comparing the detected data of the level of perfectionism and the level of psychological barriers of personality, no statistical differences between young men and girls were found.
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